
YOUR NEXT PRODUCTION SECURITY BUG IS AVOIDABLE

PLAN BUILD RUN

TESTIMONIAL
"We first engaged with Alpine in 2021 to help assess
our cloud-based application’s security including
vulnerability and penetration testing. Since then, the
Alpine team has become a trusted partner to support
our rapidly growing business, providing valuable
insights and guidance to both our security and
DevOps processes. With an enhanced pipeline and
robust infrastructure, Alpine’s DevSecOps team is
enabling us to scale quickly and efficiently, while
increasing our app reliability and providing the peace
of mind we need in our highly regulated industry."

KEVIN WILLIAMS
Head of Clinical Solutions, Ledger Run, Inc.

We implement your new
Threat Modeling process,
SAST/DAST/IAST, SCA,
automated testing,
production monitoring,
and more
We don't just talk about
improving your pipeline -
we bring the best of breed
solutions to the table and
make it happen!

We build you a DevSecOps
strategy from the ground
up
We can also add security
and automation to your
existing SDLC
Based on the OWASP
DSOMM, we give you the
plan to add testing or
analysis to every
requirement, commit, build,
and deployment 

We are part of your
SRE/Ops team
We handle triaging your
security findings, training
your staff, and monitoring
your KPIs
We make everyone on your
dev and deployment teams
better from the inside
We make sure your code is
deployed without a hitch

BENEFITS

DEVSECOPS AS A
SERVICE WWW.ALPINECYBER.COM

Born in the defense industry and hardened by years on the front
lines, Alpine Cyber is a full service cybersecurity, cloud, and IT
service provider with firsthand knowledge of what it takes to keep
your code and apps safe.

We help you govern, identify, protect, detect, respond and recover
- everything you need to be secure in a threatening, connected
world.

WHO WE ARE

Adds Security to Each Phase of the
Software Development Lifecycle
(SDLC)
Drives Defects to the Left: Security
Bugs are Found Earlier
Application Maintenance Cost and
Reliability Improve

DevSecOps [dev-SEC-ops] 
noun: The practice of integrating security testing at every stage of the software development process


